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Security from
the Cloud

“UiBScfs is a joined partnership with SilverSky to provide 
cloud financial solution based on Microsoft Azure platform. 
UiBScfs is the ultimate leader in addressing both 
the compliance and security needs of enterprise 
customers. Its best-in-class data centers and processes, 
coupled with its extensive know-how in evolving compliance 
requirements, set it apart from its competitors.”

About UiBS
UiBS is a leader in Microsoft® licensing, 
architecture, deployment, development,  
infrastructure and distribution of enter-
prise and mid-sized cloud solutions. 
UiBS, provides business technology 
solutions, cloud and managed services 
for the Shipping, Hospitality, Financial, 
Real Estate and Business Sector. From 
Microsoft® licensing services through 
architecture, deployment, software 
dedevelopment and distribution of unified 
communications to enterprise and 
mid-sized public and private cloud 
solutions, UiBS has shown proven real 
world expertise with worldwide reach 
in the past decade.

About UiBScfs Microsoft 
Azure CloudPlatform
UiBScfs and Microsoft Azure are the 
experts cloud providers of information 
security solutions. We deliver the 
industindustry’s only advanced Security-as-a- 
Service platform that’s simple to deploy 
and transformational to use. For years, 
UiBScfs and Microsoft Azure have been 
recognized as a leading managed service 
provider of business email and network 
security services. UiBScfs Microsoft Azure 
cloud platfocloud platform host’s, secures and 
monitor‘s the information assets of 
thousands of large enterprises and 
regulated businesses utilizing our 
proprietary security software. By tirelessly 
safeguarding our customers most 
important information, we enable 
growth-minded leaders to pursue their 
business ambitions without security 
worry.

Our Mission
UiBScfs tirelessly safeguards your most important information to enable you 
to pursue your business ambitions without security worry.

What We do
From small businesses to global enterprises, the burden of maintaining 
business-critical communication and network security infrastructures is 
becoming overwhelming. Due to rising costs, greater complexity and 
proliferating compliance requirements, companies are shifting these services 
to the cloud to achieve the expertise, reliability and scalability that they need 
to become more agile and strategic in running their core business. 

For the For the past 10 years, UiBScfs has been the trusted market expert for secure 
cloud services. We have helped thousands of customers reduce the risk, 
complexity and cost associated with securing corporate communications and 
infrastructure. UiBScfs is revolutionizing security and collaboration services in 
the cloud. We are making these services simpler to set up, easier to use and 
more cost effective to run, so that you can focus on your core business with 
greater peace of mind. 

A growing customer base includes more than 6,000 customers from Fortune 
500 to small-medium businesses across all industries, including financial 
services, manufacturing, transportation, entertainment, healthcare, retail, 
hospitality and government.

Happy Customers
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UiBScfs Cloud
Financial Services

Overview

Security for Financial Institutions

UiBS | SilverSky’s mission is to make security easily available and affordable for 
all financial institutions in all parts of the world. Our information security 
services networks of more than 1,800 financial institutions globally has been 
pulled for more than 11 years. UiBScfs’s centralized security is a complete end 
to-end solution. We provide the multi-layered technology, security engineers, 
data centers, bandwidth, disaster recovery, certifications, processes, and 
redundancies required for a complete security infrastructure. 

Benefits
 • Reduce complexity and costs: more
stable IT spending, elimination of costly
upgrades, lower business and
compliance risks

 • Achieve 100% availability and 
rreliability: unparalleled experience 
managing millions of email boxes with 
financially backed SLA commitments

 • Eliminate migration risks: extensive 
16+ years of messaging migration 
experience with no risk of cost overruns 
or missed completion dates

 • Enjoy expe • Enjoy expert ongoing support: 
included 24x7x365 support, monitoring, 
alerting and reporting with 
Europe-based Level 2 and 3 support 
technicians

UiBScfs Leadership

Chief Executive Officer:
Tim Harvey
. . . .
General Manager:
Polys Yiannoudes
. . . .
Chief Financial OfficeChief Financial Officer:
Andrew Lazarus
. . . .
Chief Technology Officer:
Andrew Jaquith
. . . .
Senior Network Engineer:
Lewis LoizouLewis Loizou
. . . .
Senior Cloud Developer:
Paul Shirley

Email Protection
Services

Email Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
Target Attack Protection (TAP)
Email Encryption
Email Security
Email Archive
Email Continuity
AArchive Anywhere

Network Security
Services

Security Device Management
Event Monitoring and Response
Vulnerability Management
Log Management
Web Security

Managed 
Application 
Services

Exchange
UiBSinbox
Lync
SharePoint
Office 365
Mobile Device Management

Managed Security
Services

Event Monitoring and Response
UTM Management
Network Device Management

UiBScfs Solution at a Glance
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What We Offer – the UiBScfs Microsoft Azure 
Cloud Platform
UiBScfs provides one of the world’s most comprehensive Security-as-a-Service 
platform to empower and accelerate your business through a single-source trusted 
partner. UiBScfs’s suite of enterprise-grade cloud services are engineered from the 
ground up with best-in-class security built in. The Microsoft Azure cloud platform 
provides all you need to secure, monitor and manage your critical email 
communications and netcommunications and network infrastructure. The heart of the platform is a powerful 
Management Console that provides a unified interface and policy engine for greater 
visibility of operations and efficiency of administration.

Industry Tested
UiBScfs is held to the most stringent 
third-party and industry standards to 
meet your compliance needs.

UiBScfs is the only major cloud messaging 
provider under strict FFIEC oversight

Gold Certified Partner with Microsoft 
Competencies in Hosting solutions, and 
member of TAP

Security infrastructure polices, people and 
physical premise meet stringent guidelines 
for maintainable security of IT infrastructure

Certified control policies and procedures 
against industry standards

QSA and ASV certified. PCI sets standards 
for encrypted transmissions, vulnerability 
scans, logical and physical access controls, 
activity monitoring, and more

The UiBScfs Microsoft Azure cloud platform is the only solution to bring together 
SaaS suites for both email and network protection and complement them with 
leading managed services. Manned by more than 50 certified security experts 
providing 24x7 monitoring, alerting and reporting, the UiBScfs Microsoft Azure 
security operations censecurity operations center (SOC) serves as the foundation for delivering and securing 
our cloud email and network security products and services. By leveraging our cloud, 
you can reduce cost, complexity and risk through UiBScfs’s unique combination of 
high touch service, best-of-breed technology and unmatched security expertise.

Our Technology

The UiBScfs Microsoft Azure cloud platform is built to meet the mission critical needs 
of the most demanding global enterprises. No single point of failure exists within the 
architecture and all hardware and software processes have failover protection to pro-
vide complete service redundancy. The architecture uses load balanced message 
routing and queuing, clustering, and redundant interconnection for maximum service 
availability.

Our Carrier-Grade Infrastructure
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UiBScfs Microsoft 
Azure Cloud 
Platform

UiBScfs’s Microsoft Azure Cloud platform three distributed data centers feature 
restricted access, surveillance, redundant HVAC air filtration systems, waterless fire 
suppression systems, raised flooring, and uninterrupted power supply systems with 
diesel backup generators. Our network operations staff monitors the entire UiBScfs 
Microsoft Azure cloud infrastructure 24x7 year round.

UiBScfsUiBScfs’s Microsoft Azure cloud facilities and processes undergo continuous quality 
assessments, with rigorous third party attestations including annual AICPA SOC 2, PCI, 
and Verizon Cybertrust security audits. Moreover, UiBScfs is the only major cloud 
messaging provider under FFIEC (Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council) 
oversight, which requires UiBScfs to operate within the same stringent security 
guidelines as banks. As a result, you gain superior cloud services through all these 
certifications.

Analyst Approved
UiBScfs is featured in research by leading in-
dependent research firms for both cloud 
messaging and security.

“Top Player” in Hosted Exchange Market for 
6 consecutive years

2011 “Best Complementary Security Ser-
vices” for Hosted Message Security

Magic Quadrant for MSSPs, North America, 
Q4 2011

Leader in Q1 2013 Emerging MSSP
Market Forrester Wave

UiBScfs’s enterprise-grade Email Protection Suite can be implemented collectively or 
a la carte with other existing solutions, and it seamlessly integrates with any cloud or 
on premise email system, including UiBScfs’s award-winning managed Microsoft 
Exchange service. UiBScfs’s Email Protection Suite offers the industry’s most 
comprehensive and flexible email security and archiving capabilities to empower 
workers with greater productivity.

+ Email Security: advanced, multi-engine anti-spam and anti-virus

+ + Email DLP: industry’s most powerful and easy to use email data loss prevention

+ Email Encryption: intuitive policy-based and user-level message encryption

+ Email Archive: comprehensive eDiscovery, compliance archiving, and mobile 
archive access

+ Email Continuity: always available email access and usage even when email server                               
is down

Email Protection Suite

UiBScfs’s market leading Network Protection Suite provides comprehensive network 
perimeter security to easily monitor and prevent security risks.

+ Web Security: innovative network-based web content filtering for Mac and 
Windows devices

+ Mobile Device Management (MDM): security policy enforcement, application 
management, and Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) support

+ Vulnerability Management: assess and remediate weak spots in network

+ + Log Management: core security for intrusion and threat analysis

Network Protection Suite
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+ Brand Protection: counter-act malware and phishing threats that use your brand
+ Event Monitoring and Response: 24x7 proactive network security vigilance
+ UTM Management: unified threat management (UTM) device management, 
intrusion detection/prevention service (IDS/IPS), firewall and virtual private network 
(VPN) management

Head Office:

1 Agias Zonis Str. Pentadromos Centre 
Office B401 CY-3026 Limassol, Cyprus 
P.O. Box 52208 CY-4062 Limassol, Cyprus

Call Center:
Tel: +357 7777 UIBS (8427)
TTel: +357 25878350
Fax: +357 25378700
Email: info@uibs.net

People make the difference at UiBScfs. From our seasoned executive leadership team 
(authors of 7 books on security) to our expert security engineers (CISSP, CCNP, CCSE, 
MCSE, and more), the depth and breadth of knowledge found at UiBScfs is 
unmatched anywhere else in the industry—and this is what sets our services apart.
Whether you need to migrate your legacy mail servers to the cloud or want to 
augment your internal network security, we are ready to help. Our team of 
experienced, ceexperienced, certified professionals can create tailor-made service packages to add 
value for your business.

Our professional services include:
+ Email and archive migration
+ Email policy implementation
+ Penetration testing
+ Vulnerability assessment
+ + Compliance assessment
+ Risk assessment

Our People and Services

We lower your risks in the cloud
+ 24x7x365 live monitoring and alerting from a team of certified security experts.
+ FFIEC oversight entails same regulations and scrutiny as a bank.
+ Proven, robust Fortune 100-grade infrastructure that scales easily and rapidly.

We reduce your complexity and costs
+ Low, predictable operating expense based on elastic usage.
++ Financially backed SLAs that offer 100% guaranteed availability.
+ Eases compliant burden with SEC, FINRA, HIPAA, SOX, FERPA and FRCP 
requirements.

We elevate your workforce
+ Focus internal IT on strategic, revenue generating projects.
+ Achieve greater reliability, security and performance for all users to boost 
productivity.
++ Gain superior support and service expertise for all security and messaging needs.

Why Choose UiBScfs
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Targeted Attack
Prevention

UiBScfs’s Targeted Attack Prevention service
provides a powerful defense against targeted
attacks, spear and “longline” phishing and
zero-day exploits

Data Breach Preparedness

Cybercrime is a growth industry. 
Companies store ever-larger quantities 
of sensitive data on a wider variety of 
computing devices, stretching defenses
and incand increasing the risk of data breaches. 
As a result, attackers have more oppor-
tunities to steal sensitive company data 
than ever before.

This is where UiBScfs’s Targeted Attack
Prevention solution can help companies’ 
best guard against breach exposure.

TAP stops malicious attacks
before intrusion

“While some companies will be
targeted regardless of what they
do, most are targeted due to
what they do not do!”

UiBScfs’s Targeted Attack Prevention (TAP) service uses ad-
vanced detection and prevention methods by testing email 
content in-line before end user delivery.

Email is the centerpiece of business communications. It is also the single most 
important entry point for targeted attacks, spear phishing, “longline” phishing, and 
advanced zero-day exploits. New data breaches are uncovered almost daily – any one 
of which can jeopardize your company, place your intellectual property at risk, and 
cause monetary and reputational damage in minutes.

CybeCyber-criminals are increasingly aggressive, well-funded and persistent. No company 
can ever be perfectly safe from the most determined attackers. But UiBScfs’s Targeted 
Attack Prevention (TAP) service provides an essential margin of safety for customers 
seeking to prepare for specific and unusual attack scenarios. TAP arms CIOs and IT 
managers with new, comprehensive detection techniques to reduce their company’s 
attack surface and vulnerabilities. And because we address the entire kill chain 
through our complementary portfolio of managed services, we offer more protection 
than any other solution pthan any other solution provider.

+ Through UiBScfs’s research, TAP uses advanced
     sandboxing, dynamic real-time analysis, and machine
     learning techniques for rapid message inspection
     using a sans-signature approach

+ Deployed “in-line” to stop payloads before delivery
+ Inspects messages, metadata, links, and all
     attachment types and returns minimal false positives

+ Full access to the attack kill chain through TAP:
     Intrusion Detection/Prevention, Web Security,
     Employee Training and Cross-service Correlation

+ UiBScfs’s Labs + 3 Security Operations Centers
+ Threat Correlation and Outbreak Intelligence

Stops Targeted and
Zero-Day Attacks

Uses “In-line” 
Inspection

and Prevention
Techniques

UiBScfs’s Service
Portfolio Addresses
Multiple Vectors
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89% of worldwide 
breaches identified in 
2013 could have been 
prevented – sparing 
companies from 
monetary and 

reputational damage.

TAP in Action – Access to the Entire Kill Chain

Head Office:

1 Agias Zonis Str. Pentadromos Centre 
Office B401 CY-3026 Limassol, Cyprus 
P.O. Box 52208 CY-4062 Limassol, Cyprus

Call Center:
Tel: +357 7777 UIBS (8427)
TTel: +357 25878350
Fax: +357 25378700
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Benefits of UiBScfs’s Groundbreaking Targeted Attack 
Prevention

+ TAP significantly reduces security exposure for companies and protects them from 
reputational damage and intellectual property theft from cyber threats with fast and 
effective attack detection, containment, and response.

+ UiBScfs’s innovative analysis engines and sandbox simulators quickly identify ze-
ro-day malware, malicious network attack activities. TAP pinpoints the probability of 
an imminent attack or zero-day exploit, confirms the attack is in progress, and sus-
pends message traffic.

+ TAP generates dynamic threat analysis reports for deep inspection and 
counter-measure activities. And, IT admins can conduct real-time quarantine and 
remediation of zero-day email attacks.

+ UiBScfs Targeted Attack Prevention fully integrates with and enhances all 
UiBScfs Email Protection Service solutions for layered defense and real-time 
correlation. TAP can be deployed rapidly and is easily configured and controlled via 
the intuitive UiBScfs Management Console.

A Completely Cloud-based Service

+ There is no need to purchase or manage costly hardware or software and no 
migration or integration is required.

+ Enjoy 24x7x365 technical support, monitoring, and reporting with Level 2 and 3 
technicians.
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